Virtual Encounter on Slack platform and Zoom
The event platform Slack: free discussion and advertisement

 Posts (text, attachments, videos, pictures, links)
 Employer presentations/introductions, work placement and job offers, career
opportunities and commenting the offers

Employer

 Follow Slack’s platform for news where we inform about the schedule and program of the


Students’/job seekers’ introductions
Discussing thesis topics
Private messages between employers and students/job seekers
Discussions concerning work search and employment

Creates the Slack
workspace and
channels

Event organizer






Virtual Live Events in Zoom: info sessions and employer stands

Sends the
registration
link and
instructions to
attendees

Enrolls for the event

Registers on Slack’s
platform, introduces
the organisation
and advertises job
opportunities



live events.
Virtual Live Events are networking events for employers and students at virtual stands:
Come to Zoom’s conference room, and the receptionist will move you to the employer’s
separate virtual stand room, to network and discuss job opportunities. Change the room
and visit all interesting employers. It might be that you urgently or soon need a job, or
just information on the possibilities in your field of studies, or how to search for a job
(etc.).
Info sessions by professionals: Come to Zoom and hear the best tips for getting
employed!

Informs how the
event proceeds in
the channels and
activates the
attendees by
creating content

Provides support

Acts as a receptionist
during virtual employer
stands and Zoom info
sessions

Activates the attendees
by creating content and
answering the posts.

Possibility to
ask for help or
report
problems on
#support
channel

If interested, hosts a
stand in Zoom as
scheduled

Job seeker

Possibility for private messages
(direct messages)

Enrolls for the event

Registers on Slack’s
platform, introduces
her/himself

Event starts on
19.11.2018

Participates in the
discussions, asks
questions from the
employers, can send her/
his CV with a direct
message or ask for job
opportunities in the
channels.

Possibility to
ask for help or
report
problems on
#support
channel

Asks for feedback
on the event

Closes and deletes the
workspace; Slack
environment closes.

Provides feedback about the event.
Saves information if needed (e.g.
job seekes’ contact information)

To participate you
need a headset and
a webcam

Visits the employer stand
in Zoom

Provides feedback on the event.
Saves information if needed (e.g.
employers’ contact information)

Event ends on
30.11.2018

Platform will be
closed
17.12.2018

